The purpose of this paper is to present a framework and a suitable method for selecting the best logistics supplier. In general, many quantitative and qualitative criteria should be considered simultaneously for making the decision of logistics supplier selection. The information about judging the performance of logistics suppliers will come from customers' opinions, experts' opinions and the operational data in the real environment. Under this situation, the selection problem of logistic suppliers will be the uncertainties and fuzziness problems in the decision making process. Therefore, we combined the linguistic PROMETHEE method with maximum deviation method to determine the ranking order of logistics suppliers. And then, an example is implemented to demonstrate the practicability of the proposed method. Finally, some conclusions are discussed at the end of this paper.
Introduction
In the global environment, the degree of the competition among companies becomes more and more intensive. The characteristics of competitive environment are such as thin profit margins, high consumer expectations for quality products, shorter life cycles, shorter lead-times, faster dissemination and proliferation of information 1 . So, companies are forced to take advantage of any opportunity to optimize their business processes. Companies have understood that they must focus on their core competence. In order to increase the competitiveness, they outsourced some of their non-core activities to other companies that have made these particular activities into their core competence [2] [3] . Logistics services are one of business activities can be outsourced. The main advantage of outsourcing services is that the third-party logistics (3PLs) allow companies to get into a new business, a new market, or a reverse logistics program without interrupting forward flows; in addition, logistics costs can be greatly reduced [4] [5] [6] . However, the behavior of thirdparty logistics supplier will indirectly affect the quality of product and influence image of the company. Therefore, selecting the suitable third-party logistics supplier is important issue for each company.
In order to choose the suitable supplier, some methods are presented for the logistics supplier selection such as analytic hierarchy process(AHP) [7] [8] , analytic network process (ANP) [9] [10] , fuzzy Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (fuzzy TOPSIS) approach 11 , scoring method and fuzzy expert system 12 , data envelopment analysis (DEA) [13] [14] , Linear programming (LP) [15] [16] , Integer linear programming [17] [18] , Multi-objective programming [19] [20] , Genetic algorithm (GA) 21 , hybrid decision support system 22 , principal component analysis (PCA) and factor analysis (FA) 23 . Many factors will influence the decision-making of third-party logistics suppliers' selection. In the past, many literatures proposed various model to deal with the selection problem of logistics suppliers. Cao et al. 1 presented a two-stage method based on Borda function theory (BF) and Gray Rational Analysis (GRA) for logistic outsourcing decision-making. In their study, they considered ten factors to select the suitable logistics suppliers. Kannan et al. 4 put forward a hybrid method by combining Interpretive Structural Modeling (ISM) with fuzzy TOPSIS for the selection of third-party reverse logistics provider (3PRLP). They considered seven influence factors to evaluate and select among 15 reverse logistics providers. Chan et al. 8 identified 15 important decision criteria including cost, quality, service performance and supplier's profile such as the risk factors involved in the selection of global supplier in the current business scenario and apply fuzzy extended analytic hierarchy process (FEAHP) to evaluate the global suppliers. Chen et al. 11 presented a fuzzy approach to deal with the problem of supplier evaluation and selection in supply chain management. In their paper, five major factors are used to select the suitable supplier. Boran et al. 24 utilized intuitionistic fuzzy weighted averaging (IFWA) operator to aggregate individual opinions of decision makers for rating the importance of criteria and alternatives. They presented a group decision making method based on TOPSIS by using intuitionistic fuzzy set to deal with supplier evaluation problem. There are four major criteria are considered for supplier selection such as price, on-time delivers, relationship closeness and product quality. Jharkharia et al. 25 considered hierarchy structure of criteria and used analytic network process (ANP) to select logistics service provider. Wang et al. 26 used fuzzy hierarchical TOPSIS for supplier selection. There are five factors are considered in their study. Yin et al. 27 presented a decision model based on grey situation and information entropy for third-party logistics suppliers selection. Information entropy indicator is applied to determine the objective weight, and grey situation decision is used to choose the best supplier. Ten influenced factors are considered in this proposed model. Tang 28 considered 5 main criteria including objective logistics capacity, service quality, management efficiency level, development potential and price advantage. He presented a support vector machine (SVM) method for assessment of the capacity logistics supplier. Some criteria are collected from the past literatures and shown in Table 1 . According to the Table 1 , six criteria are usually used to select the suitable third-party logistics suppliers such as price, service quality, on-time deliveries, relationship closeness, financial structure, information technology.
A few of supplier selection literatures deal with conflicting criteria which exist in logistics supplier selection problem. For example, high-level logistics services mean high service price. Service quality and outsource cost are conflicting criteria and we must make a trade-off between them.
The 2-tuple linguistic representation model is based on the concept of symbolic translation [29] [30] . Decision makers can apply 2-tuple linguistic variables to express their subjective opinions and obtain the final evaluation result with appropriate linguistic variable. It is an effective method to reduce the mistakes of information translation and avoid information loss through computing with words 31 .
PROMETHEE (Preference Ranking Organization
Method for Enrichment Evaluation) is a multi-criteria decision making method developed by Brans
32
. It is well adapted to problems where a finite number of alternative actions are to be ranked considering several, sometimes conflicting, criteria 33 . There are six basic types of preference function in PROMETHEE method, so experts can select suitable function flexibly according to the requirement of competition condition in the same industry with respect to each criterion by PROMETHEE method 34 . The maximizing deviation method is proposed by Wang 35 to compute the weight of each criterion in multiple attribute decision making (MADM) problems with numerical information. If some criterion makes the performance values among all the alternatives have obvious differences, such a criterion plays a more important role in choosing the best alternative. The distinguish ability and objectivity of the maximizing deviation method is better than AHP which is based on subjective opinions of experts 36 . In this paper, qualitative and quantitative criteria are considered simultaneously for selecting the suitable logistics supplier. We use 2-tuple linguistic valuable to express experts' and customers' subjective opinions and collect crisp value about the performance of logistics supplier respect to quantitative criteria. In order to compare and calculate rationally, all of the quantitative and qualitative information will transfer to the same level of 2-tuple linguistic valuable. And then, a new linguistic decision-making is presented by combining linguistic PROMETHEE with maximum deviation method to determine the ranking order of logistic suppliers. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we collected the criteria of logistics supplier selection from the past literatures. In section 3, we presented the context of the 2-tuple linguistic variable. In section 4, we discussed the concept and formula of the maximizing deviation method. In section 5, we described the detail of the proposed method, and then an example is implemented to demonstrate the procedure for the proposed method at the section 6. Finally, conclusions are discussed at the end of this paper.
The 2-Tuple Linguistic Representation

The fuzzy set and triangular fuzzy number
The fuzzy set theory is first introduced by Zadeh in 1965 37 . The fuzzy set theory is a very feasible method to handle the imprecise and uncertain information in a real world A linguistic variable is a variable whose values are expressed in linguistic terms. In other words, variable whose values are not numbers but words or sentences in a nature or artificial language [42] [43] . For example, "quality" is a linguistic variable whose values are very low, low, medium, high, very high, etc. These linguistic values can also be represented by fuzzy numbers. There are two advantages for using triangular fuzzy number to express linguistic variable 44 . First, it is a rational and simple method to use triangular fuzzy number to express customers' opinions. Second, it is easy to do fuzzy arithmetic when using triangular fuzzy number to express the linguistic variable. It is suitable to represent the degree of subjective judgment in qualitative aspect than crisp value. 
2.2
Where . According to the symbolic translation, an equivalent numerical value β is obtained as follow 46 .
where n is the amount of 2-tuple linguistic variable. The 
where
Therefore, the transformation from a-th linguistic term
The Maximum Deviation Method
If the performance values among all the logistics suppliers are little differences with respect to criterion, it shows that the criterion plays a less important role in the decisionmaking procedure. Contrariwise, if one criterion makes the performance values among all the logistics suppliers have obvious differences, such a criterion plays a more important role in choosing the best logistics supplier. According to the concept, the maximizing deviation method 49 is applied to calculate the weight of each criterion.
Assume that an expert group has K experts, and the fuzzy rating of logistics supplier i A respect to criterion
. The deviation method is used to compute the differences of the performance values of each logistics suppliers with respect to all criteria. For the expert k E and the criterion j C , the deviation of logistics suppliers i A to all the other logistics suppliers can be defined as 
where k  represents the weight of expert k E . According to the computation process of maximizing deviation method 49 , the weight of criterion j C can be calculated as
Proposed Method
In fact, selection problem of logistics suppliers can be described by means of the following sets: (i) A set of experts is called
with which performances are measured of logistics suppliers; (iv) A set of performance ratings of logistics suppliers with respect to criteria is
. If the performance of the i-th logistics supplier with respect to the j-th criterion is quantitative information, it can be expressed as crisp value ( ij CV ). If the performance of the i-th logistics supplier with respect to the j-th criterion is qualitative information, the performance of the i-th logistics supplier with respect to the j-th criterion decided by the k-th expert can be represented as a 2-tuple linguistic variable
. Experts would use the different 2-tuple linguistic variables based on their knowledge or experiences to express their opinions. It is needed to transfer these 2-tuple linguistic variables from different linguistic sets to a standard linguistic set at unique domain before aggregated these linguistic variables of experts' opinions.
If the experts' opinions have been transferred to a standard linguistic set at unique domain, the aggregated linguistic ratings
of the i-th logistics supplier with respect to the j-th criterion can be calculated as
We can transfer crisp value which belong to benefit criterion into linguistic ratings
Likewise, we can transfer crisp value which belong to cost criterion into linguistic ratings
, under criterion j, the difference can be calculated as
. Therefore, a preference function P is defined as:
represents the preference degree of logistics supplier r A over s A with respect to criterion j. The Quasi criterion can be expressed as follows 
Criterion with linear preference and indifference area can be expressed as follows
Guassian criterion can be expressed as follows where n is the number of logistics supplier. The range of OTI is between 0 and 1, the higher the value of OTI, the better the logistics supplier. However, a more realistic approach may be to use a linguistic variable to describe the current assessment status of each logistics supplier in accordance with its outranking index. Therefore, transform the outranking index of each logistics supplier into 2-tuple linguistic variable as
. According to the 2-tuple linguistic outranking index of each logistics supplier, one can determine the ranking order and the current assessment status of each logistics supplier by using a 2-tuple linguistic variable.
A Numerical Example
Suppose that a furniture factory desires to select a logistics supplier to deliver their product to his customer. In the enterprise, enterprise manager wants to choose the best logistics suppliers from four candidates in accordance with six criteria. These criteria are price, ontime deliveries, service quality, financial structure, relationship closeness, and information technology.
The price, financial structure and on-time deliveries are quantitative information. Price can be represented by the advantage expense which furniture factory must pay when supplier delivered furniture to one customer. Ontime delivery represents the ratio of logistics supplier deliver product to customers in the customers' appointed time. We can collect from the customers' response opinion and arrange the ratio of delivery delay. Service quality which is the degree of customers' satisfactory, we can collect from the customers by questionnaires. Financial structure means the risk of a company will go out of business. Relationship closeness means the relationship between enterprise and logistics supplier. Information technology means the information system which logistics supplier provides to customer. Financial structure, relationship closeness and information technology can be expressed by experts' opinions according to suitable level of linguistic variables. The description about the criteria is shown in Table 3 .
According to the proposed method, the computational procedures of the problem are summarized as follows.
Step 1. Collect the quantity information as Table 4 .
Step 2. Transform the quantity information into 2-tuple linguistic variable of level 2 as Table 5 .
Step 3. The information about service quality respect to each logistics supplier is collected from three customers' opinions as 3 D and chooses level 3 (refer to Table 2 ). And then, each expert uses the linguistic variables evaluate the performance ratings of each logistics supplier with respect to financial structure criterion, relationship closeness criterion and information technology criterion as Table 8 .
Step 6. Transform experts' opinions into 2-tuple linguistic variable of level 2 and then aggregate the linguistic ratings of each logistics supplier with respect to criteria as Table 9 .
Step 7. Determine the threshold values of each criterion as Table 10 .
Step 8. Calculate the preference degree H(d) of all logistics suppliers with respect to each criterion as Tables  11-16 and the preference function of each criterion please refers to Table 3. Step 9. In this paper, the importance of each expert is equally. Thus, Step 10. Calculate the overall preference index of each logistics supplier as Table 17 .
Step 11. Calculate the leaving flow, the entering flow, the net flow, the outranking index and linguistic variable at level 1 of each logistics supplier as Table 18 . Finally, the ranking order of all logistics suppliers according to the outranking index is
According to the linguistic variable, logistics suppliers 1
A , 2 A and 3 A are in the same level and can be expressed as "fair" suppliers. But, 1 A is slightly superior than 2 A and 3 A . Logistics supplier 4 A can be expressed as a "poor" supplier.
Conclusions
In this paper, we developed a framework for selecting logistics suppliers which both considers quantitative and qualitative criteria. The information about judging the performance of logistics supplier comes from customers' opinions, experts' opinions and the realistic data such as advantage expense per logistics service activity, ratio of correct delivery on time. So, we considered many dimensions which are suitable for selecting the logistics supplier in realistic environment. Considering the conflicting criteria such as service quality and outsource cost exists in choosing the best logistics supplier and avoiding the subjective judgment of experts, we presented a MCDM method by combining linguistic PROMETHEE with maximum deviation method for determining the ranking order and the level of logistics suppliers. In the future, we will develop a decision support system based on the framework and enhance the practical value of the proposed method. s , Good ) ( 9 6 s , Very Good ) ( 9 7 s , Extremely Good ) ( 
